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Introduction
IWOULD like to thank the Tamar faculty for giving me the

great honour of delivering the ninth McConaghey memorial
lecture I am very conscious of the distinction of my predecessors
from John HIorder, who delivered the first lecture in 1980,' on-
wards. This is the greatest privilege this faculty can bestow and
I particularly appreciate the honour as a member of Tamar
myself and as someone who knew, admired, and learnt so much
from Richard McConaghey (he was always known as Mac in
conversation, and even in some committees, so that is how I will
refer to him).

I would like to start by paying tribute to Mac as a man and
as a practitioner. Then I want to describe the emergence of
general practice as a discipline and Mac's contribution to it, and
finally to suggest how we can now build on the foundations he
laid.

Mac
Richard Maurice Sotheron McConaghey was born in India in
1906 to a military family and he served in the Royal Army
Medical Corps himself in the second world war, where he achiev-
ed the rank of lieutenant colonel. After the war he gained an
MD from the University of Edinburgh in 1947 and went to live
in Dartmouth where he worked for the rest of his life as a general
practitioner.
Mac was very much a family man and he enjoyed the sus-

tained support of his wife Gussie in all his work. She allowed
one of the main rooms of their house to be taken over for Col-
lege purposes for much of their married life, and tolerated the
demands made by the College on his time with great fortitude.
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Mac was a strangely shy man for one who was a leader and
so used to speaking in public. He was not easy to get to know
and his military training made him reticent about expressing his
feelings. But although he rarely spoke emotionally, he believed
passionately in general practice and his life's work is best
understood in terms of his wish to see it established as a
discipline. That is one reason why the word discipline appears
in the title of this lecture. Another is that Mac himself was an
unusually disciplined man. He not only practised iron self con-
trol in his daily life (he went for an early morning bathe all the
year round whatever the weather), but he was strict about pro-
cedure and rules and particularly the use of words. This was
a particular asset in a man who was to become a great editor.
At a time when general practice desperately lacked a sense

of discipline or standards, he stood for rigour. At the same time
he accepted discipline uncomplainingly and accepted, not
without question but without complaint, decisions with which
he disagreed. I believe that from this sense of discipline came
the serenity that one always felt in his presence, and the sense
that general practice knew where it wanted to go and what it
had to do to get there.
Mac understood as very few of us do even now how fragile

was the academic basis of our discipline, how urgent it was to
develop it, and how he could contribute to its development
through scholarship. For Mac was essentially a scholar, an in-
tellectual giant who loved history, who loved books and enjoyed
reading, and who, like all great historians, used his reading of
the past to look forward to the future.
Mac was, of course, not only a reader but a writer of distinc-

tion and he wrote some fascinating articles, mainly historical
in nature.2-5
Such was the man. What of the practitioner?
It is fundamental to our understanding of the professional

achievements of this remarkable man that he was first and
foremost a working general practitioner. His practice was not
unusual in any way and his work in it was typical of other prac-
tices of its time. As so many of us in the College do today, he
enjoyed great support from his partners, especially Giles Keane
who later served on the editorial board of the Journal.

Mac's energy was prodigious. Indeed it was from the in-
numerable committees on which he served that he was able to
build up a deep understanding of the way general practice
worked.

Local work
He served on the standing committee of the Devon local medical
committee (where he served with my father) and-on the Devon
and Exeter executive council, the predecessor to the famiily prac-
titioner committee. He had great experience of complaints
against doctors through the medical services committee. He was
an early trainer and, happily for this faculty, trained Geoffrey
Smerdon, the first example in the west country and perhaps in
the country of a College provost training a future provost.

In my first editorial in the Journal, in the issue in which I
succeeded him as editor, I described Mac as '...standing on the
classic tripod of the family doctor - happy at home, proud of
his practice and contented in his community'.6
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National role
Mac was also active in national organizations. He represented
the Torquay division on the representative body of the British
Medical Association. On one occasion in BMA House, when
the whole room was buzzing with anti-College feeling after a
speech sneering at the College for being 'the soft underbelly of
general practice', I remember Mac going as a lonely figure to
the microphone and beginning his speech 'On behalf of the soft
underbelly of general practice'. He was of course heavily out-
voted, but with his quiet dignity and firm confrontation of the
issue on rational grounds he won the argument and influenced
many of his younger colleagues. He became a member of the
council of the Medical Defence Union and wrote substantially
for some of the BMA publications of the day.

The College
The turning point in his career came in 1952 when he was ap-
proached by John Hunt and asked to serve on the foundation
council of the College. He accepted and so became one of the
select group of 23 who sat on the first council in that year. He
was the only general practitioner from the south western region.
He played a central part in the work of the early College, serv-
ing on many committees and chairing in turn the awards com-
mittee, the library committee, the publications committee, and
the editorial board.
Most importantly for this faculty, he was one of the driving

forces in setting up the first meeting of the south west England
faculty on 28 June 1953, when he was elected vice-chairman of
the first faculty board. He became provost in 1958.
Mac is best known, of course, for his editorship of the Col-

lege Journal, a post which he held for 17 years, from 1954 to
1971.

It is indeed a happy accident of history that in the year you
have invited me to give this lecture, I should be in a position,
as chairman of the council of the College, to speak for the coun-
cil in acknowledging the work of a most distinguished founda-
tion member. By wearing the gown of the College and the chain
of office of the chairman of council, and by meeting with col-
leagues in the Tamar faculty, I am trying to symbolize the triad
of Mac's work in the College: commitment to general practice
as an academic discipline, to the College and medicine nationally,
and to the College and medicine locally as a working general
practitioner.

Emergence of the discipline
The word discipline is defined in the Concise Oxford dictionary
as 'a branch of instruction or learning' and it has a second con-
notation of control, including self control.

Specialists often wonder why general practitioners make such
a fuss about being a discipline. I think there are three reasons:
first because historically we were not one, secondly because we
have not yet worked through when and how we became one,

and thirdly because we have not yet accepted the discipline of
having a discipline.

I suggest that there are four phases in the emergence of any

discipline:
1. Recognition by a reasonable number of its practitioners that
they possess a separate field of knowledge of their own and that
they need an academic body through which to develop it.
2. The formation of that body.
3. The emergence of a literature describing a unique body of
knowledge7 written by those practising the discipline.
4. Recognition by others outside the discipline, especially other
disciplines, universities, and society as represented by the state.

The need for an academic body
Mac himself described how as early as 1844 general practitioners
were calling for their own college.8 The problem was that the
apothecaries were seeking to emerge from a framework which
assumed that general practice was not a discipline. The prin-
ciples were already clear: 'We are a body of men who exist
because the wants of society have raised us up'9 They tried
hard, and a whole succession of bills were presented to parlia-
ment in the 1840s. But they failed, and the price of that failure
cost us dearly twice, first when the 1858 medical act was passed
and again a century later when the 1946 National Health Ser-
vice act was passed. Each time the academic voice of general
practice was absent from the talks that really counted, so the
academic structures which were so badly needed did not develop.

Thus, general practice entered the medical family in 1858, but
the discipline of general practice had in effect been denied:
general practice was seen only as the practice of other branches
of medicine at a more superficial level. It had won its fight
against unqualified practitioners, but it had paid a price. Its prac-
titioners eventually 'qualified' by being examined by two
specialist royal colleges, and the Licentiate of the Royal Col-
lege of Physicians/Member of the Royal College of Surgeons
diploma, which admits general practitioners to the lowest rank
of membership of both colleges without any voting rights in the
college government, symbolizes the status of the general practi-
tioner. Postgraduate training did not exist because it was thought
necessary only for those branches of medicine recognized as be-
ing a discipline.

Similarly, because the experience of actually doing the work
of general practice was not written down, the basis of the craft
could not be shared or taught. The knowledge so hard won died
with the doctor or at best was passed on to family or friends.
Some world class research was carried out by Mackenzie in

a general practice in Burnley in the 1890s,'0 but this was an
outstanding exception. Throughout the nineteenth century the
discipline of general practice effectively did not exist.

Foundation of the College
Hunt in his 1972 James Mackenzie lecture" and Fry and col-
leagues in their history of the Collegel2 have described how the
first college of general practitioners in Europe was finally
established on 19 November 1952.

This unilateral declaration of academic independence by the
generalists from the specialists was the single most important
step towards the establishment of the discipline. However, the
fact that the College had to be formed in secret and that it was
opposed by all three of the existing royal colleges" meant that
the discipline was still not recognized by others.
The discipline had now found a framework or body: it had

still to prove itself to profession and public alike. The College
was the catalyst that was to provide that proof. It brought like-
minded people together and enabled them not only to work
together but to write down and share their experiences.

Emergence of the literture
There are two strands to the literature of any emerging discipline,
journals and books, and it is fascinating to trace the develop-
ment of each in general practice.

The Journal
The history of the Journal is not well known, but it is impor-
tant. Following the founding of the College two academic com-
mittees of council were formed: research and education. Robin
Pinsent, a Devonian ofwhom Tamar is justly proud, was made
chairman of the research committee; Mac was a member of that
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small committee of six. Tamar thus had both a natural and an
adopted son at the centre of College affairs. The two were good
friends and worked closely together.
The new research committee quickly found that it needed to

communicate with general practitioners, so it started a newslet-
ter called 'Between ourselves. The first issue came out in
September 1953 under the guidance of Robin Pinsent and com-
prised three foolscap sheets of duplicated typescript. It was cir-
culated just to the members of the research register. Three more
newsletters followed. In 1954 Mac was invited to become editor.
He said that he took over from Pinsent with much trepidation:

'With no previous experience of editing, little of writing, a com-
plete ignorance of the niceties of punctuation and an inherent
inability to spell, I felt singularly ill-equipped for the job. '

He set about the new task in accordance with the philosophy
he had expressed in the British Medical Journal before the Col-
lege was founded:'3

'Everything that is worthwhile is worth the struggle and hard work
necessary for its attainment. It is up to general practitioners
themselves to start work at once... '

Mac's first newsheet was still a duplicated typescript and
Research Newsletter number six, published in 1955, was the first
to be printed. Number seven was the first to be circulated to
all members and associates of the College (3200 at that time)
and the first supplement, The complications ofmeasles, was cir-
culated with it.
At this time, Mac was joined by Irene Scawn who first work-

ed part time from her own home and later full time from Mac's
house. She gave him tremendous editorial and secretarial sup-
port as well as running the business side of the Journal. In 1957,
John Burdon from Torbay and Thmar, who subsequently edited
many issues of the College's Annual report, was appointed assis-
tant editor. In February 1958 the Research Newsletter became
the Journal of the College of General Practitioners.
Thus this crucial instrument of the literature emerged from

a research group which clearly understood that the future of
the discipline depended on the development of high quality
research and publishing the results. Its aim, declared in 1952-53
and still printed at the beginning of College publications, was to:

'Encourage the publication by general medical practitioners of
original work on medical and scientific subjects connected with
general practice. '

It was on the firm belief that general practitioners could and
would do that research and that they could and should publish
the results that the future of general practice as a discipline
depended.

Mac's first achievement was to create a vehicle for communica-
tion. By making the newsletter a public journal, he opened the
doors to general practitioners to exchange ideas and informa-
tion. However, this was not his greatest achievement. Other col-
leges, indeed all colleges of general practice, sooner or later create
a journal and there are now dozens of general practice journals
all over the world. What was unique at that time in the English-
speaking world was the kind of journal that Mac gave us. He
had three options: to create a vehicle for news, a vehicle for
review, or a vehicle for original articles.
The pressure for a newssheet was great. The College was a

new organization and it needed to communicate to become
known. It did not have a secure financial basis, or even at that
time a headquarters, and recruitment was essential. It would have
been easy and apparently sensible to have produced a College
newsletter.
At that time the very existence of general practice was in doubt

and the College was fighting to save general practice in this coun-

try. Only a few years before Collings had published a damning
report on the state of general practice.'4 It would have been
easy to have produced a review journal written by specialists on
the many clinical aspects of general practice. Something like Up-
date was obviously needed and likely to be popular, and this
was the solution chosen by most of the other journals of general
practice/family medicine in the world.

But as early as 1958, this apparently isolated and rather reserv-
ed man in a remote practice in the heart of Tamar had a dif-
ferent vision and a different priority. He chose quite deliberate-
ly the least popular and most difficult of the three options before
him - a journal of scientific record. In doing so he took a great
risk and he faced constant criticism throughout his editorship.
However, he was strong enough in committee and had enough
support to hold his course even though in some years the Jour-
nal absorbed as much as a fifth of the College's income. He
assumed that original research would come, but there was little
about when he started and the standard was poor. He spent hours
in the early days rewriting papers and providing the references
from his own extensive library.

Step by step, issue by issue, he built the Journal up and thus
set a working example of steadily rising academic standards. This
is how I described Mac's achievement at the time of his death:'5

'Ahead of his time, he foresaw before it happened that general
practitioners would increasingly report original research from
general practice itself. He deliberately fashioned an instrument
of communication which would foster the highest standards and
would appropriately represent his discipline ... He strove for quali-
ty rather than quantity, and the Journal became the academic
voice of general practice. '

'... his achievement was unique and made him the leading part-
time medical editor in the western world, McConaghey was for
the part-timers what Fox and Garland represent for the
professionals. '

At what point can we say that the Journal had truly become
a scientific journal? The first evidence is to be found in the pages
of the Journal itself. On reading the early issues it is clear that
as early as 1959 and 1960 there was a living and lively journal.
Those years contain many reports of vibrant quality as practi-
tioners from all over the country enthusiastically described
aspects of our job. This was the early descriptive phase of
research, a necessary prelude to the harder and more complicated
evaluative work that had to come. My personal judgement is
that by 1960 the range, the volume and the rigour of the material
justified recognition. But is there any other yardstick besides
the subjective view of a potentially biased later editor?

In fact there is. Decisions about the quality of .medical jour-
nals and their suitability for acceptance by the scientific world
are taken all the time by the National Library of Medicine in
the United States of America. The hallmark of acceptance of
a scientific journal is its inclusion in Index medicus. The Col-
lege Journal was first indexed in this way in 1961. It had taken
Mac only five years to create the first internationally recogniz-
ed scientific journal of general practice in the world.

I suggest that this decision, taken outside the College, out-
side general practice, and indeed outside the United Kingdom
formally marks the emergence of the first strand of the literature
of general practice.

Books
The existence of learned books, like journals, is a hallmark of
the presence of a discipline and so provides further evidence of
its development. The first book by a general practitioner on
medicine in general practice came from Mackenzie at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century.'6 He was so far ahead of his time
that nothing further of note was written for nearly 40 years, until
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Pickles wrote Epidemiology in country practice in 1939.17 But
this world class book also stood alone and again there was a gap.
Once more the College was the catalyst, and it comes as no

surprise that one of the first books to come after the College's
foundation was by a member of the steering committee and
foundation council. Robin Pinsent's Approach to generalprac-
tice was published in 195318 and was soon followed in 1954 by
the much better known Good general practice by Stephen Qater
Lord) Taylor. 19 This was essentially a descriptive study of what
were considered good practices at the time and was most
influential.

In 1957, Balint's book The doctor, his patient, and the illness
appeared,20 one of the most important books on general prac-
tice ever written. Deriving from the day-to-day work of general
practitioners it provided a new framework for the generalist in
medicine and delineated a unique role.

But there was still a missing step. General practitioners were
writing books, but they were essentially on organization. Im-
portant books on the discipline were being written, but by
specialists like Balint. When would general practitioners be able
to write clinical books about their patients which would be wide-
ly quoted outside general practice and be regarded as impor-
tant contributions to the science of medicine? When would two
such books be published in a single year?
The answer came with the publication of Max Clyne's Night

calls a study from general practice2l and John Fry's classic
The catarrhal child.'22 Both could only have been written from
general practice itself and both threw new light on old questions.
Fry, in challenging the accepted specialist treatment of tonsillec-
tomy, started to change the balance between the generalist and
specialist in medicine.

I suggest that those first two books by London general prac-
titioners date the emergence of the discipline as judged by the
criterion of books. It is a fascinating fact that both were publish-
ed in 1961.

In summary, we now have evidence of the emergence of the
discipline through its literature from quite widely disparate
sources. Decisions taken on both sides of the Atlantic quite in-
dependently of each other point to a common conclusion.
Whether we define the emergence of our literature by the inter-
national recognition of the Journal as a scientific journal or

by the criterion of clinical books from the practising profession,
the answer is the same: the date of the establishment of the
literature of general practice was 1961.

Recognition by others
Thus by 1961 general practitioners had identified their need for
an academic body, they had formed that body, and had establish-
ed the literature. So at what point was the fourth criterion in
the emergence of a discipline satisfied? When did general prac-

tice gain external recognition?
The first step came on the 8 February 1961 when the Board

of Trade approved the incorporation of the College of General
Practitioners as a limited company under the companies act of
1948. The second came through the universities. In our society
the universities are exceptionally important, since they have the
responsibility to develop thought by research and understanding
by teaching. In 1963 the University of Edinburgh established
the first chair of general practice in the world. Since the crea-

tion of a chair and the appointment of someone to the highest
academic rank ina university must be regarded as full academic
recognition of a discipline, it follows that academic recognition
of our discipline can be dated at 1963.
What was finally needed for the recognition of general prac-

tice was parity with the specialist. In the UK, the approval of

society is symbolized by the royal seal of the monarch and our
College received its royal charter in 1967.

Structure and function
In the human body we know about the subtle links between
structure and function both affect each other. So it is with
the discipline of general practice. If we look at the five nodal
points of our history, we can see fascinating links between the
emerging structures of academic general practice and the
academic function of its literature.

First, in 1844 a serious attempt to establish a structure was
made but just failed. It was associated with a serious attempt
to define a role but this failed to develop, as little was written
down.

In 1952-53 the organization was born and the first book writ-
ten by a general practitioner of the new era was published within
a year. Structure was immediately matched by function.
The period 1956-58 was an interesting halfway house - a

time of considerable gains but not quite final success. In 1956
there was a department of general practice but not yet a chair.
A year later the classic Balint book2' was written but not by a
general practitioner. In 1958 two books were written by general
practitioners but not on clinical care.23-24 An intermediate struc-
ture was matched by an intermediate function.

In 1961 came the final achievement of function as judged both
by books written by general practitioners and international
recognition of the JournaL This was marked precisely by the
maturation of the College as an organization by incorporation.

Within only two years the final achievement in terms of struc-
ture followed - the first chair of general practice in the world.
This too was matched by great contributions to the literature.
The Gillie report, The field of work of thefamily doctor, publish-
ed in 1963,25 was the first government report on this theme and
the first to be chaired by a general practitioner. At the same time
Hodgkin's classic book defined for the first time the different
content of general and hospital practice.2-6
The seal of royal approval in December 1967 marked the final

recognition of the academic structure of the discipline. This was
accompanied in the same year by an immensely important, but
little recognized pronouncement by the General Medical
Council27 that the concept of the safe doctor emerging from
undergraduate medical schools was no longer acceptable, and
the need for general practitioners to have postgraduate training
was publicly endorsed.

These structural landmarks were accompanied by a flood of
books by general practitioners: on diseases,28 on depression,'29
on the doctor-patient relationship,30 on social casework in
general practice3l and indeed the first attempt at a comprehen-
sive textbook of general practice.3' All came in the period
1966-68. At the same time the discipline began to be studied
from outside, both by medical historians like Rosemary
Stevens33 in 1966 and medical sociologists like Ann
Cartwright34 in 1967.
The impact of the new general practice literature was having

its effect. In April 1968, the Royal Commission on Medical
Education endorsed the College's evidence published by Mac
as the first Report from general practice.35

Mac's contribution to the literature
Mac's first contribution was that he gave the UK a head start.
The American Academy of Family Physicians was formed in
1947, five years ahead of the College, yet the American Family
Physician, the journal of that body, was not accepted by Index
medicus until 1971, 10 years after the College Journal. The Jour-
nal of Family Practice in the USA, which is also a journal of
record, started as late as 1972.
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In other colleges the struggle to encourage original work has
been far more difficult and has been impeded by organizational
considerations such as income generation. Paradoxically, as our
College has grown larger it has become more secure, and we are
now spending less than 10% of the College's income on the Jour-
nal. The savings gained are being used to introduce a separate
news section with colour in the January 1989 issue. This is a
final justification for Mac's strategic vision: we still have a jour-
nal of record and yet have an independent news section as well.
The early start of the Journal encouraged general practitioners

to write. General practitioners in the UK have published far more
than most general practitioners in most of the countries in
Europe. Nearly all the general practitioners in university depart-
ments in the UK have at some time had material published in
the Journal and the proportion of original articles published
from generl practitioners who are not in university departments
is, at 30%, the highest in the world36 - far higher than, for ex-
ample, in the USA where virtually all the articles in the Journal
of Family Practice come from universities.37

Because these publications have been in a general practitioner
journal they have also been read by more general working prac-
titioners than in countries without an academic journal, where
general practitioners have been forced to publish in journals out-
side the discipline.

However, Mac's contribution was not confined to the Jour-
nal. He had always published supplements where he saw the need
(he published 45 in all), but in 1965 he published the first of
a new series of Reports from general practice, which were to
prove immensely influential. The first, entitled Special vocational
trainingfor general practice,35 led in the short space of only 11
years to an act of parliament. There are now 25 Reports from
general practice.

This policy of producing supplementary publications paved
the way for me to introduce another new series in 1976, known
as Occasional papers, which now number 42, and to develop
the white cover series of books, which now number 15. No other
college of family medicine or general practice anywhere in the
world has produced anything like the range of publications and
they all stemmed from the Journal

Finally, Mac set an example of academic rigour. If we look
at the members of his first editorial board one striking fact
emerges - everyone had an MD. I suggest that this was a con-
scious and deliberate attempt by Mac to recognize the values
of the university world and to start the process of bridge building
with general practice.

Moreover, about two thirds of the general practitioner authors
of the early books had MDs and many had other higher pro-
fessional qualifications. In other words the literature of general
practice was established by those who had been trained to think
and to write, and who had achieved the degree that remains the
gold standard of the medical university world.
Mac certainly understood in 1958 the need to bring together

the values of the university and the values of day-to-day medical
practice. And he understood that the vehicle for promoting these
values lay quite simply in the literature

Today's challenge
I suggest that the literature of a discipline is in fact the heart
of a discipline. Just as the heart is proof of life, so is the literature
proof that a discipline lives. Without a literature, a discipline
is dead. As the heart pumps blood to every part of the body,
so the literature drives ideas and knowledge to every part of the
profession. As the body lives and grows, so does a discipline:
it thrives on new stimuli, it responds and adapts to them, and
so becomes more appropriate to its environment.

All literature exists to transmit ideas and information. In the

medical world that information often consists of new facts and
new ways of looking after patients. But the new is not ncsarily
better than the old, so there is always a need to evaluate.
Thus the literature is the very heart of intellectual life. Just

as the library is the academic heart of any university or academic
institution, so knowledge and ideas are the heart of the matter
in any academic institution. It is often because they have lost
contact with the literature that those who are bored, unhappy
or, in the new jargon, burnt out, have, professionally speaking,
lost heart.
We have proved that we have a living literature: now we must

use it. We must use it as a basis for rational decision taking in
the consulting room, for this, after all, is the fundamental
justification for the whole development of our discipline. But
do we do this? Do we use our practice libraries and build on
them year by year? Do we bind issues of the College Journal
and keep them in our libraries for ready reference? Do we read
and talk about our literature in our common rooms as much
as our specialist colleagues talk about their literature in theirs?
Do we encourage the next generation to read and research, and
to take higher degrees such as the MD? Most important of all:
do we base our practice protocols or policies on our reading of
the literature of general practice?
My message is simply this: it is no good having the literature

and then leaving it to moulder on the shelves. The literature must
be used, where patients are actually seen, in order to improve
the care they receive. Only then, when the values he promoted
in his Journal come to be included in everyday practice, will
Mac's lifes work truly come to fruition.

Conclusion
Mac had many honours bestowed upon him in his lifetime. He
gave the Gale memorial lecture in 1964, the James Mackenzie
lecture in 1965 and was appointed OBE in the same year. In 1970
he was presented with the first George Abercrombie award for
his contribution to the literature of general practice.

In 1975 the editorial board paid its own tribute when it ac-
cepted my proposal that his name should be placed on the title
page of the Journal as founding editor. I took the proof of the
first such page to Dartmouth to show him and he was very pleas-
ed. Sadly and symbolically it was the last time we saw each other,
as he died just before the August issue, the first to carry his name
in that way, was published.

I would like to end this lecture by suggesting that Mac's
greatest honour may yet be to come. As the use of the literature
spreads beyond the small minority at present involved, so his
achievement will become even more widely recognized. Thirty
years ago this year, when he put the word journaI on our newslet-
ter and committed the College to a journal of record based on
original research by general practitioners, Mac started to change
the expectations of the whole of the medical profession. By in-
sisting on publishing original research he accelerated the develop-
ment of our discipline and contributed notably to it himself.
We remember the greatest general practitioner the lTmar facul-

ty has produced - a man who was a founding member of the
College, a foundation member of the council, a founding
member of our faculty, and the founding editor of the Journal.
We honour a local colleague from a local-practice who became
nationally and internationally known for his unique contribu-
tion to the literature of general practice - the very heart of the
discipline.
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